Scholars Go Mobile
QUICK SURVEY

Your Mobile Device(s) are...

iOS ?  Android ?  Both?
Librarians frequently talk about Information Literacy but today's message is...

Let's become App Literate!
Slides can be found here
Have YOU used this App?

- Evernote
- Dropbox
- iAnnotate
- iBooks
- RefWorks
- Kindle
- Bluefire
- GoodReader
Workflow (on a mobile device)
Workflow (from device to device)
Apps for Academic Databases

- EBSCOHOST
- American Chemical Society
- Wiley
- JSTOR
- SpringerLink
- ScienceDirect
Books as Apps

Merriam-Webster Dictionary

Leafsnap
Workflow (on a mobile device)
Merriam-Webster Apps

**iPhone**

America’s most useful and respected dictionary.

In addition to all the definitions from Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, the app offers voice search, synonyms, antonyms, example sentences, Word of the Day, and more. Get the free version.

If you prefer enhanced content and no ads, get the premium version.

**iPad**

An enhanced version of our iPhone app, designed especially for the iPad.

iPad-only features include a scrolling index that lets you browse the entire dictionary. Get the free version.

If you prefer enhanced content and no ads, get the premium version.

**Android**

Just like the iPhone app, but for Android and Honeycomb devices. Get the free version.

If you prefer enhanced content and no ads, get the premium version.

FREE Versions Available
Audio Search: Uses the microphone

el-o-quent /\kwənt\ adjective
1 : marked by forceful and fluent expression <an eloquent preacher>
2 : vividly or movingly expressive or revealing <an eloquent monument>

el-o-quent-ly adverb

Examples
• His success serves as an eloquent reminder of the value of hard work.
• an eloquent writer and speaker, Elizabeth Cady Stanton was one of the founders of the women’s rights movement

Origin: Middle English, from Anglo-French, from Latin eloquent-, eloquens, from present participle of eloqui to speak out, from e- + loqui to speak.
First use: 14th century

Synonyms: articulate, fluent, silver-tongued, well-spoken
Antonyms: inarticulate, ineloquent, unvocal
Leafsnap: An Electronic Field Guide

Leafsnap is the first in a series of electronic field guides being developed by researchers from Columbia University, the University of Maryland, and the Smithsonian Institution. This free mobile app uses visual recognition software to help identify tree species from photographs of their leaves.

Leafsnap contains beautiful high-resolution images of leaves, flowers, fruit, petiole, seeds, and bark created by the conservation organization Finding Species. Leafsnap currently includes the trees of the Northeast and will soon grow to include the trees of the entire continental United States.

This website shows the tree species included in Leafsnap, the collections of its users, and the team of research volunteers working to produce it.

Free for iPhone: 📱 Available on the App Store and iPad: 🖱️ Available on the iPad

Science
Visual Search: Uses the camera
Apps for Keeping Up-to-Date

Pocket  Feedly  Flipboard  Twitter
**Read it Later**

Google Play Store

**Description**

Pocket has been named one of the best apps for Android by Google Play.

Over 10 million people use Pocket to easily save articles, videos and more for later. With Pocket, all of your content goes to one place, so you can view it anytime, on any device. You don’t even need an Internet connection.

Don’t lose track of the interesting things you find by emailing yourself links or letting tabs pile up in your browser. Just save them to Pocket.

**WHAT CAN I SAVE?**
Save articles, videos, recipes, and webpages you find online or from your favorite apps.

**VIEW EVERYWHERE, EVEN OFFLINE**
If it’s in Pocket, it’s on your phone, tablet or computer, even when you’re offline. Perfect for commutes, travel, and curling up on your couch.

**BETTER VIEWING EXPERIENCE**
See your saved items in a simple, easy-to-view layout that improves the viewing experience of any page.

**WORKS OFFLINE**
Access what you’ve saved offline. Set up Pocket to only download when connected to Wi-Fi to reduce data usage.
RSS News Reader

Feedly
Feedly Team

Read more, know more. Instead of having to hunt down for news, Feedly aggregates the contents of your favorite sites and delivers them as a fast mobile-optimized experience.

You tailor Feedly to your tastes by creating a collection of the sites you love to read - blogs, magazines, journals, and more.

Feedly is an RSS news reader re-imagined for android phones and tablets. It makes browsing faster and more fun: the content of your rss feeds, news sites and blogs are transformed into pocket-sized cards which load very fast and are easy to browse.

The Feedly UI is custom tailored for a 4" phone, a 7" tablet and a 10" tablet. If you run Feedly on a tablet, you will get an experience which is very close to a personalized magazine: a really fun way to track and read your favorite blogs.

When you run Feedly on a phone and on a tablet, the configuration will automatically syncs between both devices.

Feedly makes sharing content on twitter, facebook and google+ very simple, either directly or using Buffer. Feedly also integrates with Pocket, Instapaper and Evernote.
Create a Personal Magazine

Flipboard: Your News Magazine
Flipboard

Flipboard is your personal magazine. It is the most popular way to catch up on the news, read stories from around the world and browse the articles, videos and photos friends are sharing. To begin, pick a few interests and tap any of the tiles to begin flipping through your personal magazine.

Add blogs and publications like The New York Times, PEOPLE magazine, Fast Company and many more by using the search bar or tapping the red ribbon to open the Content Guide. You can also connect your social networks like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr and Google+ to see what friends are posting and easily share articles with them.

Save the things you find on Flipboard. Tap the “+” button to collect items into your own magazines on any topic, from Great Hikes to Gear & Gadgets. Go to the Content Guide and select “By Our Readers” to explore magazines others are making.

Download Flipboard and get started today—it’s free!

Highlights:
★ All your news, interests and social updates in one personalized magazine.
★ Save stories you love into your own magazine. Use the “+” button on any item, select ‘create a magazine’ and collect favorite stories, images or videos.
★ Search for anything—people, topics, hashtags, blogs, your favorite sites—and flip through the results in a beautiful magazine format.
Flipboard for Yourself

Welcome to Flipboard
You can see everything from here
Discover and share the news you care about.

Use the RED Ribbon

Search
Flipboard for your Course

Reading List

Recommended by the Instructor

Your Social News Magazine

Recommended by the Students

Interesting Stuff
Fostering Deep Learning with Technology

Any Questions ...